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The weekly program—Ozark Highlands Radio—                                                                                                                   

specializes in the music and culture of the Ozark                                                                                  

Mountains but is infiltrated now and then by jazz,                                                                                                               

country, rock and blues, the great Taj Mahal,                                                                                                             

live with his trio at the Ozark Folk Center. 

 

All American, grinnin’ and pickin’, old timey music:                                                                                                          

fiddles, banjos, guitars, mandolins, hammered dulcimers.                                                                                              

The vocals a little nasal, a little twangy or high and                                                                                              

lonesome; tunes relentlessly cheerful or maudlin,                                                                                                                                                    

murder ballads performed by young virtuosos,                                                                                                                                       

singers and players who rarely learned at their pappys’                                                                                 

knees but perhaps at camps and through recordings.                                                                                         

Good music to cook to—predictable, reliable,                                                                                             

moderate foot tapping—safe music for chopping                                                                                                

vegetables, slicing wholegrain bread. 

 

Then one week something wild, from a distant place,                                                                                                

a culture foreign to Americana, but oddly familiar.                                                                                               

A band with a crazy name—Lemon Bucket Orkestra—                                                                                                                        

(lemon sounds like the Ukrainian word for money                                                                                                         

which they want to make by the  bucketful) and                                                                                                   

whirling, complex rhythms, ululating voices,                                                                                                        

other languages, the strangeness of tuba, trombone                                                                                                        

and clarinet in unison with the usual strings, accordions;                                                                                   

the hammered dulcimer translated to cimbalom,                                                                                      

a more musical, exotic sound than its English name.   

 

I put down my sharp knife. I twirl through                                                                                               

my small kitchen and stomp my feet hard enough                                                                                              

to rattle dishes in the cupboard, imagining richly                                                                                            

embroidered folk costumes of the Ukraine, 
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from where my maternal ancestors emigrated in 1882                                                                                                            

to help settle America’s first successful Jewish farming                                                                                               

community in a South Jersey backwater, archived now                                                                                          

in its own small history:  the Alliance Colony. But really,                                                                                                       

they left the Russian Empire’s confinement in the Pale,                                                                                                     

fleeing repressive regimes and rages stirred                                                                      

among Cossacks, who burned houses, destroyed                                                                                        

possessions and murdered Jews in the shtetls.                                                                                                       

 

I feel the tug of my ancestors as the orkestra’s                                                                                                                                     

music moves southwest in Europe on a klezmer tune.                                                                                                 

They play to my heart, all the weddings, bar mitzvahs,                                                                                    

family celebrations of my non-observant                                                                                                                              

but culturally Jewish childhood,                                                                                             

steeped strong as Samovar tea sipped from a glass,                                                                                                       

teeth clenched on a sugar cube, small taste of sweetness.  

 

For an instant, the thought that these musicians—                                                                                                 

core of the busking Canadians, their core Ukrainian stock—                                                                                                      

could be descendants of the bloodthirsty Cossacks                                                                                                                  

from Kiev/Kyiv, bares its fanged old fears but as                                                                                    

soon sweeps away, deeper into Eastern Europe’s cultures,                                                                                         

dancing with the Romani, thrilling to ancient sounds  

 

minus nationalism, fascism, and murder, communism,                                                                                                        

minus the suffering of my ancestors and others,                                                                                                                                                       

minus the history of WWII.         

 

The music is harmony, peace, joy, beauty, creativity—                                                                                                           

a wide-woven ribbon wrapping palliative unguent                                                                                                         

around History, healing old scores, creating a new world                                                                      

of  “guerilla, punk, Balkan, klezmer, Gypsy, ragtime, party music.”                                                                                        

The Lemon Bucket Orkestra has come to mend our fraught histories,                                                                                      

to cleanse the world from invasion, occupation, nationalistic hatreds.               
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